Infoletter
Hello dear Community-Members,
Today you get the sixth newsletter. In irregular intervals you will always get again, where we
draw your attention to important innovations and anything else.
This time there are major changes in the Forum.
Think of our domain: https://www.allaboutsims.net/
Pays particular attention to the s behind the http.
You are surfing again encrypted and secure on our site.
Despite all the changes, be assured, our attitude will not change.

Now let's look at our current Team.

The current Team members are:
adso9965
our new site operator and Administrator.
There she works also on a Magazine that appears every now and then.

Next we have King Leo
, he is also an Administrator and is responsible for
technical advice also he creates tapestry and interesting Pictures and Sims.

Here are our Supermoderators

First comes Taurona
, she is the Keeper of the wardrobe. She creates charming
clothing and accessories for your Sims. She also starts to expand her repertoire to ObjectMeshes.
Next up is Shayali

, she is a Natural Talent and suprises with new and great creations.

Then we have Cayami

, a good architect and mesh creator.

Lastly we have matomibotaki

, a great architect and a very good mesh creator.

Now to the next Category, our Moderators.
There is Angus Hudson
. Don't be surprised, he doesn't talk much. He is "just" a Forum
Bot and not a Human. He has several Jobs to relieve the Team.

New is mar456

. He does mostly behind the scene stuff and some translations.

That's it for our core Team, everyone of them is remarkable through their big engagement and
expertise. If you have Questions, ask them. Each of us will be satisfied only when you are.
It follows our great Designer
Here we have Abuk0
unusual.

, an outstanding Mesh creator with a tendency for anything

Here we also have Thamira

And lastly we have TitusLinde

, who provides us with great houses.

, who creates not only Good Movies but also great CC.

But that's not enough, the team will be complemented by:

our hard-working Newsreporter Fireman1984
.
He provides us with all News all about the Sims. Besides, he tries to create new Game
content. We are excited about what we will see from him in the Future.

We have another area for our Guestdesigner

Then we find ArcticWolf
in store.

, an extraordinary architect. Most of his houses have surprises

In addition Alexius du Lefent

presents here what he can. He create great poses.

Also we got an area for our Filmmakers .

Here is Eduardo Castelinne

a wonderful musician and a Sims filmmaker,

as well as
Anches

, a great filmmaker, at home.

In addition, there is also still TitusLinde

, an already world-renowned filmmaker

and
Laura Sims

Then Ravenai

, a young filmmaker with great potential.

, a young filmmaker who works with Sims 2 follows.

Next is K&K Pictures
Sims 2.

, behind which hides a duo that produced beautiful films with

The conclusion is currently 1992vanity

, a highly imaginative filmmaker.

What do you get with us?
You can just say one thing, a lot.
There is detailed information about the game for each playing member. Therefore we help
each member of any kind of problems. This starts with game-related topics and ends with 1: 1
support for computer problems of all kinds. On top each of our members will help you with
advice and tips. But also members help other members. Otherwise it would not be a
community. This ultimately means community and nothing else we wish to be.

And because we are called
there is also everything
about Sims. There are areas for Sims 1, 2, 3, 4 and the Sims Medieval.

We have a glossary in which you will find information about the game. In addition, you will
also find information about creating objects plus general information about the computer.

For those members who are interested in creating their own content yourself, there are plenty
of detailed tutorials. And every question receives an answer. No one stays out in the cold!

Who wants to show his gratitude, for which there are very easy ways to support us financially.
To operate a forum naturally costs money. Therefore, we are grateful for every donation. The
Forum has a Amazon Shop. That is, you go through our link to Amazon and buy there
completely normal. You have no disadvantages, but the forum gets a small commission.

In addition, you are allowed to donate through our donation system.

Thank you for all your support in funding our site.

There are also a lot of great downloads. We have a large database of the greatest things. And
there's always New stuff coming. We have set ourselves a high quality standard. For every
new Meshes you get information about the polygons that can have an impact on your games
performance. Likewise you get informations about the texture options.
In addition, there is a community exchange where everyone can share his self-created objects
with the other members. Please note that our rules of the quality applies here.
The exact rules can be found here: Regulation in the Sims Exchange
And should you be looking for something specific but aren't finding it, then just make a
request about it. If it can be done, you will certainly get your desire fulfilled. Please note also
the corresponding rules: Rules for the request forum

Otherwise, we offer you a lot entertainment.
For direct Smalltalk we have our shoutbox. There you can talk to your heart's content. As long
as you follow the rules.
We have a talking area where you can talk about everything under the sun.

There is also a other Area. An area for Sims Machinimas, these are films which are recorded
with Sims. A very elaborate and wonderful thing.
Some of them have cinema quality!
Here we work together with the English forum http://simatography.webs.com .

They set up also the annual Sims International Film Festival.

There we also provide tutorials translated for our German members.
In this area, some filmmakers have their own area where they present their films.

What is new?
Now we come to many new features.
There is a completely new forum software.
The software is modern and offers new possibilities. The operation didn't changed much, but
you may have to get used to certain changes.
For questions and problems you can always contact us.
The AS-Chat is a whole new communication platform.
It allows private conversations with individuals or in groups.
The concept should be familiar to anyone from Facebook. The functions of the AS-Chat are
very similar.
The over 18+ area is intended for the exchange of game and adult content.
Access only by members of the proof of age for membership in the corresponding
Group has applied. Please note the rules to do so.
The Sims Public area provides a protected environment for role players.
Here Sims-based role-playing games can be played with no fear of interference and
disturbance of third parties. Everyone may read here, although not all members can write
there, only members of the RPG group.

Language Support There are now four languages in which the user interface can be
displayed. These are English, German, Russian and French.
So something suitable should be for everyone.
The forum posts however are written primarily in German. But there is no problem if you
write in English .
Other languages please only use in an emergency.
Note: The translations were made with the help of translation machines. We're always open
and grateful for Suggestions for improvement and help with translations.

Closing words
So, that sums it all up.
By the way, we look forward for active participation in the forum events. You are allowed to
participate. We do not bite! The opposite is the case. Do not be afraid to ask questions.
There are no stupid questions!
And even if you cannot speak German, this is not an obstacle. We also speak English just
fine. Ask our Californian Guest Designer Arctic Wolf, who is practically family.
Even if you can neither German nor English, we try to understand you and respond anyway.
Why is there a translation machine. The Forum works with the UTF8 character set and can
represent all special characters correctly.

If you like to join us,
We are looking for translators German-English
and good mesh creators are always welcome .
But now it is really the end.
To all of you a merry Christmas and a happy new year 2016.
Have fun now, with us, with our site and the Sims.

